CELSA Language Skills Assessment
SAMPLE QUESTIONS—ESL Test

DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS

Read each sentence carefully. You will see words in a box. There are four answers for each question. Only one is correct. Choose the best word to complete the sentence. Fill in the letter of the correct answer. Do not write on the test.

Here is an example:

1. Bob has had an essay assignment for two weeks ago. b. since two weeks. c. for two weeks. d. for the week before last.

2. However, Bob a. didn’t start b. hasn’t started c. haven’t started d. wasn’t starting

3. writing his essay yet. Instead of a. work b. to work c. working d. he is working on the essay, he has been watching TV.

4. a. went b. going c. to go d. goes

5. out with friends. a. When b. While c. If d. Although Bob had started his essay when he got

6. a. will finish b. will be finished c. is finishing d. would be finished right now.

Sample answers:

1. A B D
2. A C D
3. A B D
4. A C D
5. A B D
6. A B C D

PLEASE ONLY MARK THE SCANTRON. NO MARKS IN THE TESTBOOK.